
 
 
„Lumpy and the Cream of Wheat‰ 
 
 
YouÊre probably thinking to yourself that IÊve flipped.  How in the world could I come up with a 
title like this one?  I assure you dear reader that I have not succumbed to drugs or drink by 
abusing one or the other.  I did not get hit in the head and started babbling with these as my first 
spoken words.  This title is rooted in historical fact.   
 
Minneapolis is known as the „City of Lakes‰.  Scattered within its borders are a number of good- 
sized lakes enjoyed by its citizens.  To celebrate its legacy of lakes and water, Minneapolis 
sponsors a ten-day festival in late July known as, „The Aquatennial‰.  Events range from the 
Torchlight Parade to a wide variety of aquatic events including the always popular, „Milk Carton 
Boat Race‰.   
 
Back in the late 70Ês and early 80Ês I was a frequent weekend visitor to a couple of the 
Minneapolis lakes.  IÊd spend a Saturday and Sunday either walking or biking around one of the 
lakes.  One Saturday morning, I found myself biking around Lake Nokomis when I came upon 
some activity at the main beach.  People were busily setting up banners, tents, tables, and roping 
off part of the beach.  I asked someone what was happening?  They were getting things set-up for 
the annual Aquatennial „Tug-of-War‰ contest.   
 
They also informed me that only one team had registered to compete that day.  IÊm not a rocket 
scientist, but I do know that it takes „two‰ teams at least to compete at tug-of-war, one on each 
end of the rope.  Back in those days I was younger, very tan, and quite „svelte‰ if I may say so.  
Working out every morning at the club was my disciplined routine.  The people in charge of this 
particular event suggested that I get a team together, pay the entrance fee, and enter the contest. 
There was prize money and trophies to be awarded. 
 
I did not know anybody else hanging around the beach, but I gave it a go.  It wasnÊt too long 
before I had talked enough fellows into joining me.  I put up the entrance fee.  The staff behind 
this event appeared to be solidly behind us.  Fame and fortune were ours to be had!  One thing 
remained to be done.  We had to come up with a name for our team. 
 
After some brief discussion, one of the guys came up with a brilliant idea.  His favorite breakfast 
cereal was, „Cream of Wheat‰, only this morning in his haste to get out the door to the lake he 
did not prepare the cereal correctly resulting in a few lumps in his cereal.  It was unanimous.  
The name of our team would be, „Lumpy and the Cream of Wheat‰ with Lumpy referring to me. 
 
The crowd „ate it up‰ so to speak.  We instantly became the crowd favorite, but clearly the 
underdogs.  Why?  The team we were up against regularly competes in events around the region.  
These guys all wore black and white striped jerseys, black shorts, weight-lifting belts, work boots 
with wool socks and pine tar on their hands for a better grip on the massive rope.  We, on the 
other hand, were dressed in shorts, tee shirts, and athletic shoes and no pine tar on our hands. 
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It became evident from the starting whistle that we were doomed.  The other team called out 
steps and pulls in cadence with each other, methodically pulling the rope closer to their end of 
the sand.  We on the other hand were wildly scrambling and pulling as hard as we could while 
falling down repeatedly.  The cheers and screams of the crowd spurred us on as they yelled out, 
„Go, Lumpy!‰ and „Go, Cream of Wheat!‰  Unfortunately, their support was not enough to 
sustain our efforts as we fell into a heap on the opponentÊs side of the beach. 
 
Exhausted, we picked ourselves up and graciously accepted the „Second Place‰ trophy and prize 
money.  Although we didnÊt win first place, we did „win‰ in a way.  The crowd loved us.  The 
sponsors of the event loved us.  They asked me several times in the months that followed to 
assemble a team together for the event next year.  They felt we were a sensation!  We took 
„Second Place‰ that day (I usually donÊt tell people that there were only two teams that 
participated).   The truth is out now.   
 
The odds were certainly not in our favor.  We could clearly see our opponent before the 
competition took place.  The important thing is, we gave it a go anyway.  ItÊs that way in the 
world of competitive sales.  Some of the other companies we may be up against may look 
formidable.  They may be bigger.  They may have well-organized tactics and maneuvers.  We 
may think we have no chance of selling anything.  I disagree.  Customers do not always favor the 
„biggest‰ or „cheapest‰.  There are other factors to consider. 
 
Many customers are partial to personal attention and service.  Bigger can sometimes mean less 
personal.  Customers may prefer to do business with someone like themselves, more their size, 
with someone who listens to understand what they need, not just whatÊs on sale or in stock.   
 
There are many successful businesses that are profitable and solid that may not be „first‰.  I donÊt 
think „second place‰ is all that bad at times.  Huge companies can be intimidating.  Some 
customers may find it difficult to call and reach a „live‰ person when they have questions or need 
assistance.  Giant companies can have giant egos.  I could go on and on. 
 
The whole point is to, „give it go‰.  You may be surprised how much support and business 
actually does come your way when you are honest, responsive, fair, truthful, and personal.  Like 
that Saturday morning on the beach at Lake Nokomis, a group of us did give it go.  We did not 
win first place.  We „won‰ second place.  We won the hearts of the fans.  We won the hearts of 
the sponsors.  People gathered around our team and congratulated us.  There was no one 
gathered around the other team, the „big machine‰ as it were.  It was a glorious day for, „Lumpy 
and the Cream of Wheat‰.  Make it a glorious day for you! 
 
 
 


